Severe spinal cord injuries that remove all supraspinal input to lumbosacral spinal circuits lead to permanent paralysis of the legs in adult rodents 1-3 and humans. Nevertheless, networks of neurons in the lumbosacral spinal cord retain an intrinsic capability to oscillate and generate coordinated rhythmic motor outputs. Circuits under lying such rhythmic and oscillatory outputs are commonly referred to as central pattern generators (CPGs) and are found in all invertebrate and vertebrate animals 4, 5 . Although the anatomical architecture of locomotor CPGs remains poorly understood, especially in mammals 5 , the functional phenomenon, central pattern generation, has been documented extensively. Indirect evidence suggests that CPGs are present in human spinal cord 6,7 . These observations offer the possibil ity of directly accessing and activating spinal cord CPGs to facilitate locomotor recovery after a severe spinal cord injury (SCI).
a r t I C l e S
Severe spinal cord injuries that remove all supraspinal input to lumbosacral spinal circuits lead to permanent paralysis of the legs in adult rodents [1] [2] [3] and humans. Nevertheless, networks of neurons in the lumbosacral spinal cord retain an intrinsic capability to oscillate and generate coordinated rhythmic motor outputs. Circuits under lying such rhythmic and oscillatory outputs are commonly referred to as central pattern generators (CPGs) and are found in all invertebrate and vertebrate animals 4, 5 . Although the anatomical architecture of locomotor CPGs remains poorly understood, especially in mammals 5 , the functional phenomenon, central pattern generation, has been documented extensively. Indirect evidence suggests that CPGs are present in human spinal cord 6, 7 . These observations offer the possibil ity of directly accessing and activating spinal cord CPGs to facilitate locomotor recovery after a severe spinal cord injury (SCI).
Several experimental strategies have been tested to activate loco motor circuits in mammals after a complete spinal cord transection, including pharmacological treatments [8] [9] [10] , epidural 2, 11, 12 or intraspi nal 13, 14 electrical stimulation, and motor training 1, 2, 8, 15, 16 . Serotonin or agonists of 5HT 2A and 5HT 1A/7 receptors can activate the qui escent locomotor circuitry in neonatal rodent fictive locomotion preparations 17, 18 and can facilitate treadmill stepping with limited weight bearing in adult rats 9 and mice 10 with SCI. Epidural electrical stimulation (EES) applied dorsally at the lumbar (L2) 2, 11 or sacral (S1) 12, 19 spinal segments induces rhythmic hindlimb movements 2, 12 . Locomotor training, notably in conjunction with pharmacological 8, 9 or electrical stimulation 2 interventions, can promote usedependent plastic changes in sensorimotor circuits below the injury 16, 20, 21 that lead to specific improvements of stepping patterns. These interventions, however, have shown limited potential for promoting weightbearing capacities and there have been few attempts to cor relate the specific functional states induced pharmacologically 9, 10 , electrically [11] [12] [13] 19, 22 or by locomotor training 2, 20 with distinct char acteristics of stepping motor patterns. When studied in sufficient sta tistical detail, analyses of kinematics and electromyographic (EMG) features revealed that such induced spinal locomotion differed from voluntary stepping in many important aspects 2, 9, 13 . In addition, it remains unknown whether lumbosacral neuronal networks in the absence of brain input could sustain full weightbearing locomotion that resembles nondisabled stepping. Considering the diffusely dis tributed 5 and heterogeneous 4 character of the spinal locomotor sys tem, it is likely that multiple complementary approaches, both acute and chronic, would be required to attain the full possible expression of effective stepping in the absence of supraspinal input.
We tested the hypothesis that combinations of specific pharmaco logical and electrical stimulation interventions, together with locomo tor training, may interact synergistically to activate and functionally remodel spinal locomotor circuits, possibly enabling a coordinated and contextdependent function of the paralyzed hindlimbs of adult rats after a complete spinal cord transection. We tested combinations of 5HT 2A and 5HT 1A/7 serotonin agonists and EES at two different positions distal to the lesion, each of which individually exerted some facilitating effects on hindlimb function. Using detailed kinematics, EMG and anatomical analyses, we found that such combinatorial interventions induced unique functional states that correlated with distinct patterns of locomotion in paralyzed rats. We demonstrate for the first time, to the best of our knowledge, the ability of rats 1 3 3 4 VOLUME 12 | NUMBER 10 | OctOBER 2009 nature neurOSCIenCe a r t I C l e S with SCI to generate full weightbearing bipedal treadmill locomotion that is almost indistinguishable from voluntary stepping recorded in the same rats prior to injury. We also found that sensory input determines the formation of adaptive motor patterns in the absence of supraspinal influences.
RESULTS
Experiments were conducted on adult rats that received a complete midthoracic (~T7) spinal cord transection, permanently removing all supraspinal input below the level of the lesion. At 7-8 d after injury, all of the rats showed flaccid paralysis of the hindlimbs; no bursts of EMG were observed in extensor or flexor muscles ( Fig. 1) when a rat was positioned in a bipedal posture on a moving treadmill belt (9 cm s −1 ) while secured in a jacket that was attached to a robotic arm used to control and measure the amount of hindlimb body weight support (BWS; Supplementary Fig. 1 ) 2 .
Accessing spinal locomotor circuits
We first examined the ability of combined pharmacological and electrical stimulations to transform spinal circuits from a dormant to a functional state. These experiments were conducted sequen tially ( Fig. 1a-i) on the same rats to identify the specificity of and synergy between each intervention on the modulation of step ping patterns (Supplementary Fig. 2 ). To facilitate stepping with electrical stimulation, we applied EES over the dorsal surface of L2 and S1 (Supplementary Fig. 1 ). We previously found that stimula tion at either site can facilitate treadmill locomotion in paralyzed rats with SCI after 5-7 weeks of recovery postinjury 11, 19 . Applied 7-8 d postinjury, EES (40-50 Hz, 0.2 ms, 1-4 V) at L2 and/or S1 modestly increased EMG bursting patterns or tonic activity in the hindlimb muscles (P < 0.05; Fig. 2 ), but failed to generate any steplike movements (Fig. 1c) . To engage locomotor networks phar macologically, we administrated quipazine, a predominantly 5HT 2A receptor agonist, and 8OHDPAT, a 5HT 1A and 5HT 7 receptor agonist. Both serotonin agonists can facilitate treadmill locomo tion in spinal rodents after some weeks of recovery from SCI 9,10 , but when systemically administered at 7-8 d postinjury, quipazine (0.3 mg per kg of body weight, intraperitoneal) and/or 8OHDPAT (0.1-0.3 mg per kg, subcutaneous) induced only brief periods of erratic hindlimb movements in response to treadmill motion (Fig. 1f) , with limited weight bearing (Fig. 2c) and small EMG bursts in both extensor and flexor muscles (Fig. 2g,h) . Thus, pharmacologi cal or EES interventions alone, administrated 1 week after a complete interruption of supraspinal input, could not induce functional states that would enable stepping. In contrast, several combinations of serotonin agonists and EES were strongly synergistic, resulting in hindlimb locomotion whose features clearly varied with the proce dures used (Fig. 1d-i) . 1′  10′  10′  1′  1′  1′  OR EES at L2 + S1 1 week after a complete interruption of supraspinal input EES at L2 + S1 quipazine EES at L2 + S1 . Recordings were performed sequentially in the same rat. Horizontal arrows indicate the chronology of the different recordings. A representative stick diagram decomposition of hindlimb motion during swing is shown for each condition with successive color-coded trajectories of limb endpoint. Vectors represent the direction and intensity of the limb endpoint velocity at swing onset. A sequence of raw EMG activity from tibialis anterior (TA) and soleus (Sol) muscles is shown below. Grey and red bars indicate the duration of stance and drag phases, respectively. The BWS of the represented rat under each condition is shown. Finally, a polar plot representation documents the coordination between the left and right hindlimbs (thin arrow, single gait cycle; thick red arrow, average of all gait cycles; 50%, out of phase). (j) Three-dimensional statistical representation of locomotor patterns. Each small colored label represents the gait pattern from an individual rat under a given combination of interventions. The area defined by individual points under a given condition is traced to emphasize the differences between gait patterns under specific combinations. This analysis revealed that each combination of interventions resulted in distinct, but reproducible, patterns of locomotion. (k-m) Bar graphs of average scores on principal components 1-3. (n) Color-coded representation of factor loadings that identify the variables that contributed most to the differences observed between the experimental conditions. For example, principal component 2 captured the differences between stepping with EES at L2 versus S1. Variables associated with changes in joint angles toward flexion and limb endpoint trajectory (left and right step heights, 18-19) clustered on principal component 2, indicating that EES at L2 enhanced flexion, whereas EES at S1 enhanced extension. All of the computed kinematic and EMG variables (n = 135) are reported in Supplementary Table 1 . Error bars represent s.e.m. * P < 0.05, different from all other conditions. ** P < 0.05, significantly different conditions. a r t I C l e S We extensively quantified the kinematics and EMG characteris tics of stepping movements caused by specific treatment combina tions (n = 135; Supplementary Table 1) . However, because a large number of these parameters changed substantially across combina tions, we resorted to principal component analysis (PCA) to iden tify the specific contributions of individual interventions to the observed variations in hindlimb stepping. PCA transforms the raw dataset to a new coordinate system such that the explained variance is maximized on each axis. In the PCAbased statistical representa tion, the differences between gait patterns are related to the distance between the data points. The distinct spatial locations (P < 0.05; Fig. 1k-m) occupied by each combination (Fig. 1j) indicated that each intervention promoted a specific pattern of hindlimb locomo tion. The distinct characteristics captured by each component can be extracted from the analysis of factor loadings, that is, correlations between each variable and each component. To visualize factor load ings, we developed a colorcoded representation that clearly high lighted the variables that cluster on each component (Fig. 1n) . For example, principal component 3 ( Fig. 1j ) differentiated the effects of quipazine from the effects of the other interventions (P < 0.05; Fig. 1j ). Variables associated with joint extension (variables 56, 57 and 76) and EMG activity of extensor muscles (soleus, P < 0.01; Fig. 2g ) clustered on principal component 3 ( Fig. 1n) , indicating that quipazine primarily facilitated extension components. 8OHDPAT Figure 2 Kinematics and EMG features of locomotor patterns. (a-h) Bar graphs of average values (n = 7 or 8 rats per group) for locomotor parameters computed under the different experimental conditions. In each graph, the green horizontal bar represents the pre-lesion baseline recorded in the same rat 1 week preinjury. The duration of stance (light gray), swing (dark gray) and drag (red) phases is shown in a.
The r values at t = 0 for the cross-correlation function between oscillations of the left and right hindlimbs computed over a gait sequence of ten steps is shown in b. A r value of −0.5 indicates out of phase coupling between the limbs. The maximum level of weight bearing (percentage of body weight) at which the rat could perform ten successful steps is shown in c. Cross-correlation functions were computed between datasets obtained pre-injury and under a given experimental condition for the hip, knee, ankle and MTP joint angles, and associated joint velocity profiles (d). Maximum r values were extracted from each cross-correlation function and averaged across joint angle and joint angle velocity profiles. The variability of gait parameters computed as the mean coefficient of variation for all the computed parameters normalized to the pre-injury baseline are shown in e.
Step height, defined as the maximum vertical distance between the foot (MTP marker) and the stepping surface, is shown in f. The average EMG burst amplitude for left and right soleus (g) and tibialis (h) anterior muscles normalized to pre-injury values are shown. Error bars represent s.e.m. ** P < 0.05, significantly different conditions. a r t I C l e S was significantly more effective in facilitating rhythmic movements of the hindlimbs under EES at S1 plus L2 compared with quipazine (principal component 1, P < 0.05; Figs. 1k and 2b,e). However, step ping patterns were less variable (P < 0.001; Fig. 2e) , showing mark edly improved interlimb coordination (P < 0.01; Fig. 2b ) and higher levels of weight bearing (P < 0.01; Fig. 2c ) when combining quipazine, 8OHDPAT and EES at either site. In turn, principal component 2 differentiated gait patterns under EES at the L2 versus S1 levels (P < 0.001; Fig. 1i) . Analysis of the variables that clustered on princi pal component 2 ( Fig. 1m) showed that EES at L2 facilitated flexion and resulted in an enhanced swing phase (P < 0.01; Fig. 2f ), whereas EES at S1 was more biased toward extension.
To further investigate the modulation of hindlimb movements by sitespecific EES, we compared the changes in limb postures produced by EES at L2 compared with EES at S1. During standing (20% weight bearing), EES at L2 (Fig. 3) induced a rapid flexion (mean duration to peak flexion, 263 ± 96 ms) at all joints (P < 0.001; Fig. 3c,d ) that was maintained tonically during the duration of the stimulation (3 s). In contrast, EES at S1 promoted a progressive wholelimb exten sion (mean duration to peak extension, 1,050 ± 361 ms; P < 0.001; illustrations of EMG and kinematic characteristics underlying bipedal hindlimb locomotion recorded at 9 weeks post-injury under the full combination of interventions for a nontrained rat with SCI that did not receive pharmacological or EES interventions for the entire duration of the post-injury period until the day of testing (a), a rat with SCI that was trained with serotonergic agonists only (b), a rat with SCI that was trained with EES at L2 and S1 only (c), and a rat with SCI that was trained with the full combination of interventions (d). Data for this rat are also shown pre-injury in Figure 1a and at 1 week post-injury in Figure 1i . (e) Successive limb endpoint trajectories from the right hindlimb are shown for all of the other rats from each experimental group. The BWS of each rat is reported below each limb endpoint trajectory. (f) Color-coded representation of factor loadings of each variable on principal components 1-3 (as shown in Fig. 1n ). Principal component 1 identified improved gait in rats tested at 1 week post-injury and then trained with the full combination compared with the other groups. The analysis of variables that clustered on principal component 1 indicated that reduced variability of gait parameters, improved gait stability, increased amplitude of EMG activity and recovery of full weight-bearing capacities were the more salient features for explaining the improved stepping performances of rats trained with the full combination. (g) Three-dimensional statistical representation of locomotor patterns. The near absence of spatial interceptions between the different groups indicates that each group of rats had unique stepping patterns. (h-j) Bar graphs of average scores on principal components 1-3, which each captured specific effects. Error bars represent s.e.m. * P < 0.05, different from all the other conditions. ** P < 0.05, significantly different conditions. Data are presented as in Figure 1 . a r t I C l e S Fig. 3a,d ) that persisted as long as the stimulation was continued (3 s) and was comparatively slower (P < 0.001) and less stable than the effects of EES at L2. Next, we tested the effects of increasing intensity at L2 versus S1 during locomotion enabled by quipazine, 8OHDPAT and dualsite EES. Gradually increasing the intensity of EES at L2 progressively increased hip flexion (P < 0.05; Fig. 3d ), step height (P < 0.05; Fig. 3c ) and foot velocity (P < 0.05) during swing. Opposite effects (P < 0.05; Fig. 3c,d ) were obtained when increasing EES at S1 (Fig. 3b) . Together, these results demonstrate that upper lumbar stim ulation engages the circuits controlling flexion, whereas upper sacral stimulation primarily recruits the circuits controlling extension.
When EES was simultaneously applied to L2 and S1 in the presence of quipazine and 8OHDPAT (Fig. 1i) , the variability of stepping motion was reduced compared with EES application at either site alone (P < 0.01; Fig. 2e ). Weightbearing ability increased twofold (P < 0.01; Fig. 2c ) and EMG activity in extensor and flexor muscles reached levels similar to those observed during voluntary locomo tion recorded in the same rats preinjury (Fig. 2g,h ). Although some defects persisted, for example, toe dragging at swing onset (P < 0.05; Figs. 1d and 2a) and only partial weightbearing ability (P < 0.001; Fig. 2c) , the resulting locomotor patterns resembled voluntary step ping (Fig. 1a,i) . These results indicate that there is a strong, synergistic potential for combined pharmacological and electrical stimulations to functionally engage spinal locomotor circuits as early as 1 week after a complete spinal cord transection, promoting weightbearing locomotion with plantar placement of the paws in the hindlimbs of paralyzed adult rats (Supplementary Video 1) .
Learning in spinal locomotor circuits
Next, we sought to optimize the use of spinal circuits for recovery of locomotor function in the absence of supraspinal input. To attain this goal, we subjected rats with SCI to the above pharma cological and/or EES interventions in combination with well established rehabilitative locomotor training procedures. We hypothesized that usedependent mechanisms would functionally remodel the pharmacoelectrically activated spinal circuits and further improve stepping ability.
We exposed the rats to 20min locomotor training sessions every other day for 8 weeks, starting 78 d postinjury. Stepping was enabled by the full combination of serotonergic agonists and dualsite EES. We compared the locomotor performance of these rats (Fig. 4) with their performance measured at 1 week postinjury, before any training (Fig. 1i) , with that of nontrained rats that received no pharmaco logical or electrical stimulation (Fig. 4a) and with that of rats trained with either the serotonin agonists (Fig. 4b) or dualsite EES (Fig. 4c) alone (Supplementary Fig. 2) .
PCA ( Fig. 4f-j) identified clusters of variables on each component (Fig. 4f) that allowed us to differentiate the effects of the various condi tions on stepping abilities. Principal component 1 identified improved performance in rats that were trained with the full combination of serotonergic agonists and dualsite EES compared with nontrained rats and rats trained with either the serotonergic agonists or EES alone (P < 0.01; Fig. 4h ). Principal component 2 highlighted the deteriora tion of stepping ability in nontrained rats after 8 weeks compared with the gait patterns recorded at 1 week postinjury (P < 0.001; Fig. 4i ). Principal component 3 revealed the importance of combining the serotonergic agonists and EES for promoting stepping improvement with locomotor training (P < 0.01; Fig. 4j) . Deterioration of stepping capacities in chronic nontrained rats (Fig. 4a) was made evident by the substantial increase in movement variability (P < 0.001; Fig. 2e ), the loss of interlimb coordination (P < 0.001; Fig. 2b ) and the partial coactivation of normally reciprocally activated flexor and extensor hindlimb muscles ( Fig. 4a and Supplementary Fig. 3 ). In contrast, rats trained with the full combination of treatments (Fig. 4d) recovered the ability to sustain full weightbearing locomotion (Fig. 2c) with kinematic profiles of hindlimb joint angles (P > 0.2; Fig. 2d ) and limb endpoint trajectories (Fig. 4d) that were nearly indistinguishable from those observed during voluntary bipedal treadmill stepping in the same rats preinjury (Fig. 1a) . Although locomotor training with the full combination did not completely prevent the hindlimb muscle a r t I C l e S atrophy that accompanies a SCI, the amount of muscle weight loss was significantly less (mean for all muscles, 14%) in trained versus nontrained rats (P < 0.01; Supplementary Fig. 4) . Deterioration of locomotor performance was reduced in rats trained with either the pharmacological or EES intervention compared with nontrained rats (P < 0.01; Fig. 4i) . However, locomotor training enabled by the individual interventions failed to promote substantial improvement in stepping ability.
We next investigated usedependent plastic changes in the spinal circuits that mediate the observed functional improvements. To assess physiological changes, we chronically measured the efficacy of mono synaptic inputs to extensor and flexor motoneurons in awake standing (20% weight bearing) rats 23 . The rats showed a significant decrease in the amplitude of monosynaptic responses in extensor motoneuron pools 1 week postinjury (P < 0.05; Fig. 5a ), whereas these values were unchanged in flexor motoneuron pools (Fig. 5b) compared to prelesion values. Before the onset of locomotor training, no signifi cant differences could be detected between the two groups (P > 0.4; Fig. 5a,b) . After 9 weeks of the absence of weight bearing in non trained injured rats, we observed no significant changes in the ampli tude of the responses in flexor motoneuron pools (Fig. 5b) , whereas there was a moderate facilitation of the extensor motoneuron pools (P < 0.05; Fig. 5a ). In contrast, after 8 weeks of locomotor training, all of the rats demonstrated a substantial increase in the efficacy of monosynaptic inputs to both extensor (P < 0.01; Fig. 5a ) and flexor (P < 0.01; Fig. 5b ) motoneuron pools. We further assessed the func tional remodeling of lumbosacral locomotor networks anatomically by examining FOS expression patterns 2 induced by 45 min of continuous bipedal stepping under the full combination of treatments. Although FOSpositive nuclei were found mainly in laminae I-IV in the vicinity of the site of stimulation when EES was delivered with the rats in a prone, suspended non-weightbearing position ( Supplementary  Fig. 5 ), FOSpositive nuclei were present in all of the laminae of the examined lumbar and sacral segments in response to locomotor activ ity (Fig. 5c,d) . However, the number of FOSpositive cells per segment (L1 to S2) was two to threefold higher in nontrained than in trained (P < 0.01) and noninjured (P < 0.001) rats ( Fig. 5d and Supplementary  Fig. 5) . Moreover, the total number of FOSpositive cells was inversely correlated with the level of locomotor recovery (P < 0.001; Fig. 5e ). These results confirm earlier observations 2 that motor learning can occur in adult rodent lumbosacral circuits after a complete spinal cord transection and extend these findings by showing that, in the absence of any supraspinal input, usedependent learning mechanisms can pro mote the recovery of full weightbearing treadmill locomotion that is kinematically very similar to preinjury voluntary stepping in the same rats (Supplementary Video 2) .
Control of spinal locomotor circuits
We next investigated how successful control of spinal locomotor circuits occurs in the absence of supraspinal input in adult rats. Cats with SCI can recover hindlimb locomotion when lumbosacral circuits have access to sensory information 8, 15 . This is usually attributed to the sensory systems providing feedback correction 24 and reinforcement 25 of motor patterns generated by the spinal circuitry 4, 9, 26 . However, the precise contributions of sensory input during spinal locomotion have not been defined. To investigate the a r t I C l e S influence of sensory input on the initiation and control of standing and stepping in the absence of supraspinal input, we imposed sub stantial changes in the patterns of afferent information while the rats' spinal circuits were engaged by the full combination of interventions.
For this purpose, an additional group of rats (n = 6) was trained to step for 3 weeks before testing (Supplementary Fig. 2 ).
We first compared the effects of dynamic versus static patterns of sensory input. In the absence of treadmill motion, but under The same limb from the same rat is shown for the three directions, which corresponds to the leading (front) limb during sideward locomotion. Bar graphs show the average (n = 6 rats) linear distance traveled by the foot during swing with respect to the pelvis orientation for the different directions of stepping. Backward (BW) and forward (FW) motions correspond to displacements in the sagittal plane (defined by the pelvis orientation), whereas outward (OW) and inward (IW) motions correspond to displacements in the medio-lateral direction. Probability density distributions of normalized EMG amplitudes between the semitendinosus and medial gastrocnemius muscles, and the tibialis anterior and vastus lateralis muscles are shown at the bottom. L-shape patterns indicate reciprocal activation between the pair of muscles, whereas line-shape patterns indicate coactivation. Abd, abduction (increasing value); Add, adduction. Data are presented as in Figure 1 , except that stick diagrams are represented in three dimensions, with the main plane oriented with the direction of the treadmill belt motion.
a r t I C l e S weightbearing conditions (37% ± 3% of weight bearing), pharmacological and EES interventions facilitated the tonic recruit ment of extensor muscles, whereas the flexor muscles were quiescent or weakly active, behaviorally apparent as standing (Fig. 6a) . When treadmill belt motion (5 cm s −1 ) was initiated, all hindlimb joints underwent changes toward extension (limb moving backward), creat ing dynamic proprioceptive input that immediately transformed the motor patterns from a tonic to a rhythmic state (Fig. 6a) . To further test the influence of velocitydependent afferent input on motor pat tern formation, we incrementally increased the treadmill belt speed from 5 cm s −1 (slow walking) to 25 cm s −1 (running). Increasing tread mill speed induced a velocitydependent lengthening of the stride (P < 0.01; Fig. 6a ), an increase in stepping frequency (P < 0.001; Fig. 6a,b) , a progressive decrease in the duration of the stance phase (P < 0.001; Fig. 6b ) and of extensor EMG bursts (P < 0.001; Fig. 6c) , and a progressive adjustment in the relative timing between hind limb segment oscillations (P < 0.05; Fig. 6d ). In contrast, the dura tion of the swing phase (Fig. 6b) and of flexor bursts (Fig. 6c) were unchanged across speeds. Similar adjustments of the kinematics and EMG parameters were observed in noninjured rats ( Supplementary  Fig. 6 ). All of the rats with SCI (n = 6) accommodated displacement of the limbs and recruitment of motor pools to changing treadmill belt speeds in a single step and were able to locomote for extended periods of time on the treadmill even at the fastest speeds (25 cm s −1 ; Supplementary Fig. 7 ). When the treadmill belt was stopped at either slow or fast speeds, rhythmic hindlimb movements arrested instantly (Fig. 6a) . Ongoing bursts in extensor muscles persisted as sustained tonic activity, whereas flexor muscles became quiescent, similar to what would occur in noninjured rats. Next, we assessed the influence of weightbearing input on the for mation of motor patterns in rats with SCI (Fig. 7) . When hindlimbs were suspended above the treadmill belt, that is, in the absence of loadrelated input, pharmacological and EES interventions induced steplike movements with alternate recruitment of extensor and flexor motor pools in all of the rats (n = 6; Fig. 7a ). In the absence of belt motion, contact of the hindlimbs with the treadmill immediately arrested the rhythmic movements (Fig. 7a) , stopped the recruitment of flexor muscles (P < 0.001; Fig. 7d) , and induced tonic levels of EMG activity in extensor muscles (P < 0.001; Fig. 7d ) that resulted in verti cal reaction forces (P < 0.001; Fig. 7e) , enabling a sustained stand ing posture. Stepping movements continued if the treadmill belt was moving at the time of hindlimb contact, even with minimal weight bearing (Fig. 7b) . Increasing the level of weight bearing resulted in a progressive increase in the amplitude of the extensor bursts (P < 0.001; Fig. 7b-d) , an increase in the vertical reaction forces during stance (P < 0.001; Fig. 7b,c,e) and adjustments in hindlimb endpoint trajectories (longer stride, lower height) (P < 0.01; Fig. 7b) .
Finally, we assessed the effects of directiondependent afferent input on locomotor pattern formation (Fig. 8) . When reversing the direction of the treadmill belt from forward to backward, all of the rats (n = 6) showed alternate stepping movements with backwardoriented motion of the foot during swing (P < 0.001; Fig. 8b ) and significant adaptations (timing and amplitude, P < 0.001) in muscle activity (Fig. 8b) . Notably, a substantial coactivation of antagonist muscles was observed systematically during stance (Fig. 8b) , as also occurred, although less frequently, in noninjured rats (Supplementary Fig. 6 ). In contrast, reciprocal recruitment of extensor and flexor motor pools was the only pattern observed during forward locomotion (Fig. 8a) . Likewise, rotating the rat perpendicular to the treadmill belt direction did not arrest stepping movements. Instead, all of the rats (n = 6) showed sideways displacements of the feet (P < 0.001; Fig. 8c ) with a reversed pattern of hip abduction and adduction (P < 0.001; Fig. 8c ) compared with forward locomotion (Fig. 8a) . Although variable among rats, a major reorganization in the coor dination patterns of proximal and distal flexor and extensor motor pools was observed during sideways locomotion. Welldefined coac tivation patterns (Fig. 8c) between motor pools that were activated reciprocally during forward locomotion (Fig. 8a) also occurred dur ing sideways stepping. These results reveal a previously unrecognized ability of velocity, load and directiondependent sensory inputs to regulate both the control of standing and the control of adaptive and flexible stepping movements with an exquisite degree of refinement and without any influences from supraspinal centers in adult rats (Supplementary Video 3) .
DISCUSSION

Accessing the circuits and receptors in lumbosacral spinal cord
Although several studies have documented the potential of pharma cological 9, 10 and/or electrical stimulation [11] [12] [13] [14] 19, 27 , as well as motor training 2, 8, 16 , to facilitate stepping in rats with a complete spinal cord transection, limited weightbearing capacities have been achieved, and when investigated in detail, kinematics and EMG patterns dif fered substantially from those underlying voluntary stepping. A major result of our study is that a combination of pharmacological and electrical stimulations was able to acutely transform rodent lumbo sacral circuits from nonfunctional to highly functional and adaptive states as early as 1 week postinjury. Furthermore, we found that, in conjunction with rehabilitative motor training, the same combined stimulations promoted the recovery of full weightbearing hindlimb locomotion on a treadmill that was nearly indistinguishable from voluntary stepping, although robotic assistance was necessary for the rats to maintain balance. Together with previous evidence in cats 24 , our results indicate that the mammalian lumbosacral spinal cord con tains circuitry that is sufficient to generate closetonormal hindlimb locomotor patterns in the absence of any supraspinal input.
The mechanisms underlying locomotion induced by intraspinal stimulation 13, 14 or EES 11, 12, 19, 27 in rats and cats remain undetermined. Neurophysiological recordings 28 and computer simulations 29 , how ever, suggest that the electrical stimulation engages spinal circuits primarily by recruiting afferent fibers. In fact, dorsal root stimulation can induce stepping similar to intraspinal stimulation in spinal cordinjured cats 14 . In humans, leg muscle vibration, which recruits large diameter afferent fibers, can evoke locomotorlike movements of the legs 6 . In principle, EES applied at discrete lumbosacral locations could recruit both longrange ascending and descending afferent branches in the segments below the spinal cord transection and activate pro fuse intraspinal ramifications that contact subsets of circuits localized around the stimulation site 30 . Accordingly, although electrical stimu lation of virtually any lumbosacral segment can facilitate steplike movements on a treadmill 11 , we found clear sitespecific effects of EES on hindlimb locomotion. Consistent with the rostrocaudal ana tomical gradient of flexor and extensor motor pools, lumbar stimu lation facilitated flexion, whereas stimulation applied at the sacral level primarily facilitated extension. Distinct locations of serotonin receptors associated with stepping have also been reported in neo natal rats. A previous study 18 found that in vitro brainsteminduced fictive locomotion can be blocked by antagonizing 5HT 2A or 5HT 7 receptors and that 5HT 7 receptors are prominent in the upper lum bar segments, whereas 5HT 2A receptors are more localized to the lower lumbar and sacral segments. Further studies will be required to identify the location and types of neurons, interneurons and receptors that are engaged by serotonergic agonists and electrical stimulation a r t I C l e S during treadmill locomotion. Nevertheless, our statistical analyses indicate that each pharmacological or electrical intervention modu lates distinct functions, suggesting the finetuning of selective cir cuits. This specificity provides the means for the synergy between serotonergic agonist and electrical stimulation interventions, such that only combinations of both were able to functionally engage spi nal locomotor networks 1 week after injury and induce substantial functional improvements when combined with rehabilitative loco motor training.
These findings support the viewpoint 17, 31, 32 that the spinal motor infrastructure is composed of a widely distributed and heterogeneous, but highly integrated and synergistic, system of neural circuits and receptors that can generate a range of taskspecific movements when recruited in different combinations. Evidence for such principles has been extracted statistically in humans 33, 34 and documented directly in anesthetized frogs 31 , rats 32 and cats 35 . Our findings are consistent with and extend these organizational principles to the production of adaptive locomotor movements without any brain input in vivo. Consistent with this, the development of highdensity electrode arrays that enable detailed, distributed and simultaneous access to the dif fusely located components of the lumbosacral circuits may offer the potential to promote a higher level of motor control than is currently possible in paralyzed subjects.
Functional remodeling of the spinal locomotor circuitry
A substantial reorganization of propriospinal circuits and spared descending fibers that leads to functional recovery occurs spontane ously after an incomplete SCI 3 and can be enhanced with locomo tor training 36 . However, there has been limited or no evidence for a similar plasticity of lumbosacral networks when the lesion inter rupts all supraspinal inputs in adult rats 1,2 and humans 37 , contrary to functional improvements that have been repeatedly documented in cats with SCI 8, 15, 16 . We found that the combination of locomotor training with pharmacological and electrical stimulation markedly improved the functional capabilities of the sensorimotor circuits to sustain locomotion without supraspinal input. Although locomotor training with either pharmacological or electrical stimulation alone could reduce the deterioration of stepping ability observed in chronic untrained rats with SCI, only the combination of all three interven tion types could produce a substantial improvement. The decrease in the number of FOSpositive neurons, together with elevated syn aptic efficacy of monosynaptic inputs to both flexor and extensor motoneuron pools, suggests that locomotor training combined with serotonergic and electrical stimulations may reinforce selected spinal circuits and may suppress other, nonspecific circuitry. Usedepend ent selection and strengthening of neural circuits has been shown neurochemically 16 and electrophysiologically 20, 21 after motor training in adult cats with SCI and rats with a neonatal SCI, as well as in the brain in conjunction with the practice of skilled movements 38 . Our results suggest that similar mechanisms underlie motor learning in the adult rat spinal cord bereft of brain input and that the extent of this functional remodeling is highly correlated with the degree of improvement of locomotor ability. We also found that the chronic absence of activity leads to a deterioration in stepping ability, as has been reported in cats 15 . These results corroborate clinical insights from individuals with severe SCI 39 and emphasize the need to coun teract the rapid deterioration of function that occurs in the absence of weight bearing and motor activity after a SCI.
Combined, these results indicate that the recovery of stepping ability after a spinal cord transection does not result simply from the activation of an ontogenetically defined hardwired and unmodified circuitry that persists and recovers postinjury. Instead, specific combinations of locomotor training and pharmacological and elec trical stimulation induce de novo usedependent functional states that enable spinal circuits to learn the motor tasks that are trained and practiced.
Sensory control of stepping after the loss of brain input
The recovery of hindlimb locomotion in animals with SCI is usu ally attributed to the neuronal networks responsible for central pat tern generation, that is, oscillatory output without brain or sensory input 4, 9, 26 . However, we found that near normal adaptive stepping and standing without any brain input emerged in vivo as a result of the capability of spinal neuronal networks to recognize and use task specific sensory input. We found that sensory information instantly transformed motor patterns in response to changing task, load, speed and direction conditions with a degree of flexibility and precision that has not been previously observed in animals with SCI 24 .
Although the role of sensory information in feedback modulation of locomotor activity has been well recognized in cats with SCI 15, 16, 24, 25 as well as in humans 40, 41 , our results suggest that the sensory informa tion is also instructive in a functional, primary feedforward manner. Indeed, we previously showed that pharmacological and electrical stimulations fail to elicit rhythmic recruitment of deafferented hind limb muscles in rats with SCI in vivo 42 and a partial deprivation of cutaneous input strongly reduces the stepping ability of cats with SCI, but not in intact cats 43 . Robust changes in the functional properties of spinal locomotor circuits have been described in the lamprey when introducing sensory inputs 44 . However, these interactions between feedforward and feedback mechanisms have received little attention. Our results indicate that the ability of afferent information to mark edly reorganize functional connections among spinal sensorimotor pathways, both acutely and chronically, is an important property of the spinal motor infrastructure.
Clinical perspectives
Our findings have important implications for the understanding of motor pattern formation in the absence of supraspinal input in vivo and provide a conceptual framework for the design of strategies to ameliorate motor function in humans after SCI or in the context of other neuromotor disorders such as Parkinson's disease 45 . Preliminary clinical studies have reported that EES can engage lumbosacral circuits of spinal cord-injured individuals 7 and facilitate the recovery of functional walking 46 . Given the evidence that afferents can serve as a source of control for stepping and standing and can drive use dependent plasticity of locomotor networks in spinal cord-injured individuals 37 , combinatorial strategies may also promote recovery of motor function after severe SCI in humans. Such interventions could include neuroprosthetic spinal cord electrode arrays, custom ized pharmacological treatments and roboticallyassisted locomotor training procedures. With the development of efficacious neural repair therapies, these neurorehabilitative strategies may become important for counteracting chronic deterioration of function 39 , optimizing the use of intrinsic lumbosacral circuits in regaining function 37 and ensuring functional interactions between spinal mechanisms and regenerative fibers 47, 48 .
METhODS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper at http://www.nature.com/natureneuroscience/.
Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Neuroscience website.
ONLINE METhODS
Animals and animal care. All procedures followed the US National Institutes of Health's Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the Animal Use Committee at the University of California, Los Angeles and the Veterinary Office of the Canton of Zurich. These experiments were conducted on adult female SpragueDawley rats (~300 g), housed individually on a 12h light/dark cycle with access to food and water ad libitum. Supplementary Figure 2 describes the time line of the surgical and experimental procedures, as well as the different groups of rats that were included in the present study.
Surgical procedures and post-surgical care. All procedures have been described in detail previously 2, 12, 19 . Briefly, a combination of ketamine (100 mg per kg) and xylazine (10 mg per kg) was used to induce anesthesia, which subsequently was maintained with isoflurane (1-2.5%) via facemask. Under aseptic conditions, a partial laminectomy was performed over spinal segments L2 and S1. Teflon coated stainless steel wires (AS632, Cooner Wire) were passed under the spinous processes and above the dura matter of the remaining vertebrae between the partial laminectomy sites. After removing a small portion (~1 mm notch) of the Teflon coating to expose the stainless steel wire on the surface facing the spinal cord, we secured the electrodes at the midline of the spinal cord at spinal level L2 and S1 by suturing the wire to the dura mater above and below the electrode (Supplementary Fig. 1) . A common ground wire (~1 cm of the Teflon removed at the distal end) was inserted subcutaneously in the midback region.
Bipolar intramuscular EMG electrodes using the same wire type as above were inserted bilaterally in the midbelly of the soleus and deep (close to the bone) midbelly of the tibialis anterior muscles, or unilaterally into the deep midbelly of the vastus lateralis, distal deep compartment of the semitendinosus and medial deep region of the medial gastrocnemius. All electrode wires were connected to a percutaneous amphenol connector cemented to the skull of the rat. The proper location of the epidural and EMG electrodes was verified postmortem. After 2-3 weeks of recovery from surgery, baseline recordings were obtained (see below). The rats then underwent a second surgical procedure to receive the SCI. A partial laminectomy was made at a midthoracic level (~T7) and the spinal cord was completely transected. Gel foam was inserted into the gap created by the transec tion as a coagulant and to separate the cut ends of the spinal cord. The complete ness of spinal cord transections was verified by two surgeons by lifting the cut ends of the cord during the surgery as well as histologically postmortem.
Pharmacological and eeS interventions.
To encourage locomotion via EES, we delivered rectangular pulses (0.2 ms duration) at 40-50 Hz 19 using a dualoutput Grass S88 stimulator (Grass Instruments) through two constantvoltage isola tion units (Grass SIU5, Grass Instruments) connected to the L2 and S1 epidural electrodes. The stimulation intensity (1-4 V) was adjusted to obtain optimal facilitation of stepping visually. Pharmacological modulation was induced by administrating quipazine (0.2-0.3 mg per kg) intraperitoneally and 8OHDPAT (0.05-0.3 mg per kg) subcutaneously 9 . Serotonin agonists were injected 10 and 15 min before locomotor training and behavioral testing, respectively. locomotor training. An upperbody harness was used to position the rats over a treadmill belt and to partially support their body weight during bipedal loco motion (Supplementary Fig. 1 ). An automated, servocontrolled bodyweight support system measured and provided the optimal amount of bodyweight support that each rat needed to step. Rats were trained every other day, 20 min per session for 8 weeks, starting 8 d after spinal cord transection. Locomotor training was enabled by EES at S1 and L2, by quipazine and 8OHDAPT, and by the combination of both. Treadmill belt speed was set at 9 cm s −1 . Nontrained rats were housed similarly to the trained rats, but did not receive serotonin agonists or EES and were not placed in the treadmill apparatus, except for the final testing session when all rats were tested under the same conditions. Spinal cord reflexes. Monosynaptic motor potentials were evoked during bipedal standing with constant weight bearing (20% of body weight) by deliv ering rectangular pulses (0.5ms duration) through the S1 electrode at 0.2 Hz 49 . Before the injury, we identified the stimulus intensity that elicited the largest monosynaptic responses in the absence of direct muscle responses (direct stimu lation of the motor nerve, equivalent to M waves), typically 1.5-2fold greater than motor threshold 49 , and used this intensity to test reflexes at 1 and 9 weeks postinjury. The efficacy of monosynaptic inputs to flexor and extensor motone uron pools was measured as the peaktopeak amplitude of averaged (n = 10) motorevoked potentials recorded from the tibialis anterior and soleus muscles bilaterally (10 kHz).
kinematics and emg analyses of locomotion. Threedimensional video recordings (100 Hz) were made using four cameras (Basler Vision Technologies) oriented at 45° and 135° bilaterally with respect to the direction of locomo tion or the motion capture system VICON by means of 8 infrared television cameras (200 Hz). Reflective markers were attached bilaterally at the iliac crest, greater trochanter, lateral condyle, lateral malleolus, MTP and the tip of the toe (Supplementary Fig. 1 ). SIMI motion capture software (SIMI Reality Motion Systems) and Nexus (Vicon) were used to obtain threedimensional coordinates of the markers. The body was modeled as an interconnected chain of rigid seg ments and joint angles were generated accordingly.
EMG signals (2 kHz) were amplified, filtered (10-1,000Hz bandpass), stored and analyzed offline to compute the amplitude, duration and timing of indi vidual bursts. To evaluate coactivation between muscles, we generated probability density distributions of normalized EMG amplitudes of specific pairs of muscles during continuous treadmill stepping sequences, as described previously 3 . In some recordings (Fig. 4) , vertical reaction forces were monitored using a biomechanical force plate (2 kHz, HE6X6, AMTI) located below the treadmill belt (Supplementary Fig. 1 ). During the long bouts of recording under different load and speed conditions, a rigid circular (diameter, 0.5 mm) stick was inserted between the rat's limbs to prevent them from crossing.
Ten successive step cycles were extracted for both the left and right hindlimbs from a continuous sequence of treadmill stepping for each rat under each condition. A 10s interval was used when no stepping movements were observed. A total of 135 parameters quantifying gait timing, joint kinematics, limb endpoint trajectory and EMG activity were computed for each gait cycle according to methods described previously (Supplementary Table 1 gait parameters. Gait cycles were defined as the time interval between two suc cessive paw contacts of one limb. Successive paw contacts were visually defined by the investigators with an accuracy of ±1 video frame (100 Hz). The onsets of the swing phases were set at the zero crossings of the rate of change of the eleva tion angle of the limb axis (virtual segment connecting the crest to the MTP), that is, at the onset of forward oscillation. Cycle duration and stance and swing durations were determined from the kinematic recordings. Footfall patterns were used to compute the coupling between the hindlimbs. In particular, the time at which the contralateral limb contacted the treadmill belt was expressed as a percentage of the duration of the ipsilateral gait cycle and represented in polar coordinates (Fig. 1) . On these polar representations, 50% indicates that the limbs move out of phase, whereas 0% typically corresponds to jumps after which both feet contact the treadmill belt simultaneously or to the absence of movements. Interlimb coordination was statistically computed as the r value at t = 0 of the crosscorrelation function between the oscillation of the left and right limb axis. An r value of −0.5 indicates that both hindlimbs oscillate perfectly out of phase. The variability of all parameters was measured as the coefficient of variation computed separately for left and right hindlimbs. limb endpoint trajectory. Limb endpoint trajectories were analyzed on the basis of the xyz motion of the MTP marker. The computed spatial parameters included stride length, threedimensional linear path, step height, and distance at swing and stance onset between the limb endpoint and the hip in the direction of walk ing 50 . The extent of paw dragging during swing was computed as the time during which the paw was in contact with the treadmill belt after swing onset. Intensity and direction of foot velocity at swing onset were computed as the module and pitch angle of the MTP velocity vector in the sagittal plane (direction of walk ing), respectively. Limb endpoint acceleration at swing onset and maximum limb endpoint velocity during swing were measured. We used principal component analysis to quantify spatial consistency of hindlimb endpoint trajectory. Spatial coordinates of hindlimb endpoint trajectory were extracted from the selected sequence of stepping and separated into their x, y and z components. For each gait cycle, each step component was resampled to 100 data points, thus removing the temporal information. The data were then arranged into three m × n matrices, with each column containing the data for a single step and each row containing the interpolated position values at each time step. Matlab (Mathworks) scripts were written to extract principal components from each dataset. The consistency of limb endpoint trajectory during swing was measured as the amount of variance explained by the first principal component.
Stability.
Stance width was measured for each gait cycle as the perpendicular distance (mediolateral plane) between left and right MTP markers at the time of paw contact. The degree of pelvis stability was evaluated as the s.d. of pelvis oscillations in the sagittal and mediolateral planes during the analyzed sequence of stepping.
Hindlimb kinematics. Maximum joint angle positions in flexion and extension were computed as the minimum and maximum values of each angle over the time course of each gait cycle, respectively. The amplitude of joint angular excur sions was measured as the difference between maximum positions in flexion and extension. We used crosscorrelation functions to assess the coordination among joints. Crosscorrelations among all unique pairs of degrees of freedom (that is, hip, knee, ankle and MTP) were calculated and maximum r values extracted to quantify the degree of correlation among a given pair of joints 1 . The timing in the coupling between oscillations of adjacent segments (thigh, leg, foot and toe) was quantified for each gait cycle as the relative lag at the maximum r value of the crosscorrelation function between both angles. To quantify the degree of similitude in the profile of joint angles and joint angle velocities between pre and postinjury stepping patterns, we computed crosscorrelation functions between mean waveforms. The procedure was repeated for each rat, joint angle, joint angle velocity and side. The highest positive r value determined the degree of similitude between pre and postinjury waveforms.
Variability of joint motion. To assess the variability of joint angles across con secutive gait cycles, we computed the s.d. of timenormalized joint angles every 10% of the normalized time base. Variability of each joint angle from both left and right sides was measured as the mean of s.d.
PcA. Performance of gait implies the rhythmic repetition of stereotypical pat terns of leg motion. Several parameters need to be used to thoroughly character ize a given gait pattern; here, we computed 135 variables that provided detailed quantification of kinematic and EMG features underlying specific patterns of locomotion. Such high dimensionality substantially complicates the extraction of relevant parameters to account for differences between experimental condi tions. However, reduction of such multidimensional datasets can be achieved via multivariate statistical analysis such as PCA. PCA is mathematically defined as an orthogonal linear transformation that transforms the original dataset to a new coordinate system, such that the variance is maximized on each new coordinate axis. Here, data were analyzed using the correlation method, which adjusts the mean of the data to 0 and the s.d. to 1. This is a conservative method and is appropriate for variables that differ in their variance. For each rat and condition, we computed the averaged values of the 135 original variables (Supplementary Table 1 ) and ordered them in a matrix, with the variables along the columns and the observations (data from each rat under a given condition) along the rows. Principal components were then extracted on different sets of conditions (for example, combinations of interventions or different locomotor training condi tions). A few principal components, typically three, were sufficient to account for more than 50% of the total variance of the studied samples, demonstrating the high correlation between the variables describing gait. The degree of similarities and differences between the rats and conditions was evaluated as the difference in the factor coordinates of each observation (scores) on each principal compo nent axis. To visualize the differences between rats and conditions, we plotted coordinates from each rat under a specific condition (observation) in the new space created by the first three principal components. In this representation, the distance between the data points increases (nonlinearly) with the difference between the underlying locomotor characteristics, allowing us to readily visualize
